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Abstract

China development model, formed after the start of Deng Xiaoping reforms, has  changed 
not only China, but also the world. After the collapse of USSR in the 90-s of XX century the 
only remaining superpower the USA has announced XXI century as “American century”. 
Meanwhile under “Chimerica” format PRC accumulated socio-economic and technolog-
ical potential. During the “Global crisis” became clear that China already has created a 
model superior in comparison to the dominant around the world neoliberal model. 

At the time of the “Global crisis”, the symbiotic relationship of China and America started 
to decline. Today PRC is focusing on restructuring the economy, thus enhancing economic 
quality and efficiency. The model is hard to change through stimulus policy. So the change 
is causing a downward economic pressure. 

The cost of this restructuring is slower economic growth. As such, China is undergoing a 
new normality and new balance. Through enhanced economic quality and efficiency Chi-
na can expect sustainable and healthy economic growth. Today on global level already 
crystalized the understanding that new development, based on innovations has to orient to 
such technologies like nanotechnology, biotechnology, new sources of energy, as well as 
3-D printers as key manufacturing fundament.

In China, is possible the initiative “One Belt – One Road” or “New Silk Road” to become 
the nucleus of such oriented to high technologies and innovations model. This initiative ac-
cumulates all the prerequisites for the formation of innovation dynamic. From such point 
of view “One Belt – one Road” project turns from one side to be an overall innovation 
platform.   

At the same time from other side this project includes “a geocentric sense of the of mankind’s 
existence”. The XXI century has to be the century of spirituality based on cooperation and 
joint efforts through which must be overcome conflict and hostility. From this perspective, 
one can say that the project “One Belt - One Road” can and must play the role of geostra-
tegic revolution since its purpose is the cooperation of many countries and peoples.

Key words: People’s Republic of China, China development model, new development 
model based on innovations and ultra-high technologies, “One Belt – one Road” project, 
geopolitical and geo-economic revolution.
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Introduction

Under the conditions of the deepening of turbulence and chaos at global level, the issue 
of creating pillars of sustainable development becomes a key issue for all humanity. From 
this point of view, the problems of the economic and technological dynamism of China are 
undoubtedly important and relevant topic given the fact that according to the amount of 
GDP1, calculated on purchasing power parity, the country is the largest economy in the 
world.  Some Western researchers frankly acknowledge, “The slowing economic dyna-
mism of China increased investor risk worldwide.”  

The purpose of the present report is to examine the socio-economic dynamism of PRC, in-
cluding such a platform as “One Belt – one Road” project,  which marks undeniably a new 
situation in the world, filled with both problems, but also perspectives. The following main 
tasks structured in the major sections of the report attain this goal, namely:

1. The PRC Dynamism under the reforms - basic characteristics, terms, conditions and rea-
sons;
2. Socio-economic, technique-technological and others problems related to the new stance 
attained by the China Dynamism;
3. Prospects related to the geostrategic project “One Belt –one Road” as overall innovation 
platform.

Basic methodological approaches used in this material are:

◊	 System-structural approach, which sees objects in question as “systems”, i.e. as a set of 
interrelated components creating one whole. The components of the system are structured 
in the complex of internal environment in relation to which all other objects are external 
environment;
◊	 Historical approach – all phenomenon - natural or social cannot be fully understood 
unless we see it in terms of its development over time;
◊	 Logical approach - assumes search of “logic”, i.e. the scheme based on which is formed 
and is functioning the phenomenon that is under research;
◊	 Geopolitical and geo-economic platforms - the inability to understand phenomena in a 
sociopolitical and socio-economic context without taking into account the geographic and 
natural conditions that form the civilization framework of development.

The People’s Republic of China Dynamism under the reforms - basic charac-
teristics, terms, conditions and reasons

China development model, formed after the started by Deng Xiaoping reforms, demon-
strated in a period of more than 30 years between 1978 and 2011 an annual growth of 
10%, and between 2003 and 2007 of 11.5%. Within this period, China realized the tran-

1  It should be keep in mind that the chief statistician of PRC refutes that “the Chinese GDP exceeded that of the US, evaluated according to the 
criterion of purchasing power parity.“ Officials quite reasonably pointed out that China is on 89-th place in the world in GDP per capita, which 
is more accurate indicator of wealth and the development of society.  - see in China: Over borrowed and overbuilt / The Financial Times / in 
http://www.ft.com/intl /cms / s/8b2ce9c4-a2ed-11e4-9c06-00144feab7de.
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sition from a relatively closed, centrally planned model of economic dynamism to a market 
oriented one, realizing simultaneously successful integration into the international system of 
division of labor.

The reforms began with the gradual abolition of such forms of agriculture cultivation as “peo-
ple’s communes”, production teams, etc., and move mainly to family forms of work in the vil-
lage. Simultaneously, gradually was conducted price liberalization, fi scal decentralization, 
increased autonomy for state enterprises, as well as signifi cant increase in the private sector, 
development of stock markets and establishing a modern banking system. At the same time 
PRC “opened outwards”, i.e. attracted foreign direct investment (FDI) and boosted foreign 
trade, which began to play the role of “locomotive” of economic dynamism. 

Figure 1. China is the world’s #1 trade partner

Source: http://www.visualcapitalist.com/four-maps-showing-chinas-rising-dominance-trade/

The results of this economic policy of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) and the Govern-
ment of the PRC are as follows: China began to play an important role on the world stage 
- in 2010, the PRC became the largest exporter in the world. At the end of 2014, the country 
became the fi rst global economic power with gross domestic product (GDP) from 17.63 tril-
lion US$, calculated at PPP - purchasing power parity.  This is a more than tenfold increase 
in GDP since the beginning of reforms in 1978. At the same time signifi cantly increased the 
income per capita - in 2014 it was already US$ 12.900, which, according to CIA means 
113 place in the world.  In that fi eld, there is still a lot to attain, as this is below the average 
level of the world.2

2  Here and further numbers are according to https://www.cia .gov/library/publications/the-world-fact book/geos/ch.html).
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In spite of these undoubted successes in the economic dynamics, the PRC faces many chal-
lenges. In recent years, we are witnessing the emergence or strengthening of a number of 
negative trends such as reduction in the rate of domestic savings, which contains the threat 
of a reduction in domestic consumption. Another negative point is related to the fact that the 
Chinese debt roses sharply from 14 trillion US dollars in 2008 to 25 trillion in June 2014.

We have to recall that the “weaker yuan” is one of the key factors for the Chinese suc-
cess over the past 30 years. Thanks to the “weak yuan”, Chinese goods form competitive 
advantages and are selling worldwide. On this basis, China generates significant trade 
surplus, i.e. achieved a positive balance in foreign trade and accumulate considerable 
resources, especially in US dollars.

By 2005, there was a fixed exchange rate of the yuan against the dollar and other world 
currencies. However, under pressure from the US and other Western countries, Beijing 
started so-called regime of controlled floating exchange rate of the national currency. First 
important condition for this mode is that the fluctuations in the exchange rate of the yuan 
should be minimal so as not to disrupt national production and trade.

Second, it is that the yuan should be “cheap” currency. This requires so-called currency 
intervention. In this case, it means trivial purchase of dollars by the People’s Bank of China, 
i.e. creating artificially high demand for the US currency. Hence, the high dollar and low 
exchange rate of the yuan. Nevertheless, foreign reserves in dollars China can hardly to 
transform into real assets. PRC is trying to do it by sending a portion of their reserves in 
special (sovereign) funds. Through them, China strives to realize the accumulated currency 
not only in government securities and bank deposits, but also in units and shares of foreign 
companies in the real sector of the economy. However, the United States and other West-
ern countries prevent in a variety of ways this kind of investment by introducing various 
restrictions and prohibitions on investment by the sovereign funds on the pretext of “pro-
tecting national security”. On the background of the above is the process of conversion of 
Chinese currency reserves into gold. There are doubts that the amount of gold reserves of 
China does not meet the official Chinese statements, but is several times larger. We should 
not forget also that at the same time the most part of Chinese foreign exchange reserves 
in dollars does not “work” for China but do work for the US, which receive virtually inter-
est-free loan from China. In fact, we can talk about “hidden” financial war between the 
dollar and the yuan.

However, for the period 2007-2013, the current account surplus of China decreased from 
10% of GDP in 2007 to 2.1% in 2013, which is 0.5% lower than in 2012. That is, the lowest 
level in nine years. In the first quarter of 2014, the current account surplus was US$ 7.2 
billion. This is much less than the US$ 55.2 billion in the same period of the previous year. 
This is much less than the surplus in the fourth quarter of 2013. This tendency is supposed 
to maintain at least in short term. Over the past five years in developed countries - the US, 
Japan, Germany, etc., declare policy of reindustrialization aimed to regain the leading 
position in international trade. For example, US manufacturing grew at an average rate of 
4.3% between 2011 and 2012, ahead of the average pace of 4.1% between 2002 and 
2007. Moreover, the average rate of growth of production of durable goods during the 
same period - 2011-2012, amounted to 8%, which is much higher than the 5.7% growth in 
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2002-2007. Because of the ongoing appreciation of the yuan, Chinese goods began to 
lose its share on the US market. The same is happening in China’s relations with other de-
veloped economies. In 2013, the proportion of Chinese exports to the traditional markets of 
developed countries decreased to 37.6% from 40% in 2012. This trend continued in 2014.

Meanwhile started another process – the shifting of labor-intensive industries, which come 
from West FDI from China to countries such as Vietnam, India, Mexico and other regions, 
due to their lower costs compared with China. Goods produced by ASEAN, India and 
Mexico are beginning to replace Chinese manufactured goods at much lower cost.

Socio-economic, technique-technological and others problems related to the 
new stance attained by the China Dynamism 

The new stance attained by China Dynamism brings new problems. First, one is the signif-
icant increase of the debts of regional administrations because investing actively in civic 
projects in the previous period prevents today such a move. Simultaneously, the central 
government declared that it would not intervene in the market economy. It decided gradu-
ally to lower the level of government control and implement structural reforms, as the market 
forces have to decide the fate of non-competitive companies. Perhaps with confidence we 
can say that the authorities decided to reduce unjustified loans. 

On the background of the above policy, the first bankruptcy of a big state company in Chi-
na happened. “Baoding Tianwei”, a subsidiary division of China South Industries Group 
announced that it cannot repay their own bonds of 13.8 million US$.3 

There is also a crisis of real-estate market. In March 2015 in all 70 largest cities are seen 
falling prices. This fall is accelerating. At the beginning of November 2014, it was 1.1%.  Six 
months later, it was 5.8%. Together with the bubble of real estate market began to “inflate” 
another bubble – that of market securities. Shanghai share index CSI300 composite jumps 
in February 2015 twice compared to July 2014. In April 2015, the average daily turnover 
of the 100 liquid Chinese stocks reached 400 billion yuan (US$65 billion), which is equiv-
alent to the volume of the 100 liquid shares of the US. 

At the end of 2015, the debt of local authorities was near 21 trillion yuan4. This debt rose 
after the central government prohibits local leaders to issue obligations. Despite the slow-
down in growth rates in 2014, the volume of loans by the local administration does jump 
up. In 2014, they sold bonds amounting to 1.66 trillion yuan. For each of the previous two 
years the volume of such sales was 900 billion of yuan. 

Corporate China sits on US$18 trillion in debt, equivalent to about 169% of gross domestic 
product (GDP)5. According to Bloomberg, similar situation was in South Korea before the 
“Asian financial crisis in 1997-98”. China is taking measures to expand the opportunities 

3  China Sees First Bond Default by State Firm With Tianwei в http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-04-21/china-sees-first-
bond-default-by-state-firm-with-baoding-tianwei

4  CEIC, Macquaire Research, 2016. 

5  See in http://fortune.com/2016/10/10/china-corporate-debt/
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for refinancing of loans to state companies; however, this China does in a selective manner 
and mainly affects loans to agricultural enterprises. Debt has emerged as one of China’s 
biggest challenges, with the country’s total debt load rising to 250% of GDP. 6

Figure 2.  China’s Debt Breakdown

Source: CEIC, Macquaire Research, 2016.

Simultaneously, it becomes difficult to export huge amount of cheap products, as increased 
salaries and other costs for employees increase the cost of Chinese goods and lead to a 
decrease in their competitiveness. It is clear that soon have to say goodbye to the system, 
provided the country’s fastest growth in 30 years.

Certainly, China economy is currently facing a number of potential risks and threats, namely:

◊	 Risks arising from the “bubble” in the property;
◊	 The debt problems;
◊	 The problems in the financial sector related to the “shadow banking”;
◊	 The overcapacity and insufficient level of innovations.

6  Ibid.
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Prospects related to the geostrategic project “One Belt – One Road” as over-
all innovation platform

Adopted in March 2011, the 12th 5-year guidelines (indicative 5-year plans) of PRC em-
phasize the need for continued economic reforms and increasing domestic consumption in 
order to make the economy less dependent in the future of FDI and exports. However, the 
progress of China in this area is insufficient. GDP growth slowed to 7.7% in 2012 and 2013. 
In 2014, it was 7.3%. Further, the growth in 2015 was 6.9%. China’s economy grew 6.7% 
in 2016.7 

At the summit of representatives of the Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (Asia-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation-APEC) in November 2014 in Beijing, the President Xi Jinping for 
the first time came out with the concept of “New normality “. The “New normality” of the 
Chinese economy emerged with several important features:

◊	 First, the economy changed from oriented to high growth rates to average ones;

◊	 Second, the economic structure is continuously improved and modernized;

◊	 Third, innovations has to drive the economy instead of investments.

As seen in the goal that innovations has to be the main driver of the economy it is clear that 
the ultimate goal means creating a new development model. Today on global level already 
crystalized the understanding that new development, based on innovations has to orient 
to such technologies like nanotechnology, biotechnology, new sources of energy, as well 
as 3-D printers as key manufacturing fundament. This new model has get different names 
among the different countries – the Anglo-Saxon countries called it model of “Third Indus-
trial Revolution”. The Germans – Industrie.4.0. In Japan are using the term Society 5.0. The 
Russians prefer to use the name model of the “Sixth Technological Wave” for the innovation 
scheme of development.

In China the China Communist Party and country leader Xi Jinping, when visited Central 
Asia and Southeast Asia in September and October 2013, raised the “New Silk Road” 
initiative. This initiative is also famous with the name “One Belt – One Road” project. This 
project includes two main components:

◊	 The land-based “Silk Road Economic Belt” (SREB);

◊	 The oceangoing “Maritime Silk Road” (MSR).

The “One Belt – One Road” project covers around 60 countries primarily in Asia and Eu-
rope, but Oceania and East Africa are also included.

7  See in http://www.tradingeconomics.com/china/gdp-growth-annual
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Fig.3. Map of “One Belt – One Road” project

  Source: CEIC, Macquaire Research, 2016.

There are signs that the “New Silk Road” initiative/ the “One Belt – One Road” project 
is possible to become the nucleus of such oriented to high technologies and innovations 
model. This initiative accumulates all the prerequisites for the formation of innovation dy-
namic. For example, one basic features of the project is the international cooperation in the 
construction of an information corridor in space. It will encompass the countries around the 
economic belt of the New Great Silk Road both on land crossing and offshore. This means 
the following:

• Joint development of satellites for Earth observation, telecommunication links, radio 
broadcasting and navigation;
• Meteorological satellites and climate-related observation and weather changes;
• Formation of groups of small satellites for space exploration of adjacent territories;
• Construction of terrestrial infrastructure for data reception and telecommunication ter-
minals;
• Support for the control of spacecraft;
• External trade and technical cooperation for the integration of satellites, separate sys-
tems, spare parts and electronic components for satellites and carrier rockets, as well as 
equipment for the objects of the Earth;
• Studies concerning legislation, policy and standards in the space field;
• Preparation of specialists and exchange of people in the field of peaceful absorption 
of space.
Such features means that it becomes a significant innovative socio-technological platform 
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not only for the peaceful cosmos, but for overall innovative development. All this testifies 
that the project “One Belt - One Road” is really is possible to become such nucleus. Of 
course, there are also other key dimensions of this project, namely:

◊	 On the one hand, the “One Belt - One Road” project is a demonstration of China’s 
increased geopolitical and geo-economic power. This power is a reality that the world as a 
whole has to take into account, whatever those who do not like it, and who for many years 
have been prophesying that the PRC will fall at any moment, that the “Chinese miracle” is a 
balloon on which Is about to burst out very soon. Undoubtedly, the PRC has its own prob-
lems and some of which are not easy. Nevertheless, it is a fact that China’s achievements 
are significant. Moreover, this definitely creates the basis for an optimistic outlook on the 
future;

◊	 On the other hand, this project is an expression of a powerful and nontrivial geostra-
tegic thinking, manifested by the leadership of the Chinese Communists and the Chinese 
state, thinking backed by soft power tools as a major mechanism for building the New Silk 
Road;

◊	 One cannot fail to note the important moment that the design and implementation of 
the “One Belt - One Road” project is, in its essence, a deep geopolitical revolution. As it 
exchanges an age-old geopolitical paradigm, according to which the key communications 
spaces (i.e. those through which the main commodity flows) of mankind, as in the past were 
the Mediterranean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean, and in the future predicted to become the 
Pacific Ocean, are under the control of the “Forces of the Sea”. This determined the attack-
ing strategy of the forces of the Ocean and the defensive strategy of the Terrestrial forces. 
However, the “New Great Silk Road” project changes the geopolitical balance in the di-
rection of Eurasia. In other words, it creates a network of mutually beneficial relationships 
and interactions, where the dominant are China, Russia, Iran, etc. ;

◊	 It cannot be denied also such a dimension as the fact that the realization of the project 
means practically an unprecedented in the history of human civilization largest scale in-
teractions under the guidance of the “win-win development”, bringing together dozens of 
nations and countries;

Instead of conclusion

As an overall conclusion we add that the “One Belt - One Road” project includes “a geo-
centric sense of the of mankind’s existence”. The XXI century has to be the century of spirit-
uality-based cooperation and joint efforts through which must be overcome conflict and 
hostility. From this perspective, one can say that the project “One Belt - One Road” can and 
must play the role of global spiritual revolution since its purpose is the cooperation of many 
countries and peoples around the world.
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Нако Стефанов

Народна Република Кина - настајање  
геополитичке и геоекономске силе и изазови 

будућности

Апстракт

Кинески развојни модел, формиран након започињања реформи Денг Сјаопинга, 
променио је не само Кину, већ и свет. После распада СССР-а у деведесетим годинама 
XX века, једина преостала суперсила САД најавила је XXI век као „амерички век”. 
У међувремену, у формату „Chimerica”, НР Кина је изградила велики друштвено-
економски и технолошки потенцијал. Током „глобалне кризе” постало је јасно да је 
Кина већ створила модел супериорнији у поређењу са доминантним неолибералним 
моделом. У време „глобалне кризе”, симбиотички однос Кине и Америке почео је да 
опада. Данас се НР Кина фокусира на реструктурирање привреде, чиме се повећава 
економски квалитет и ефикасност. Модел се тешко може променити политиком 
субвенционирања предузећа, па су недостаци овог реструктурирања спорији 
економски раст. Као таква, Кина пролази кроз „нову нормалност” и нови баланс. 
Кроз повећан економски квалитет и ефикасност Кина може очекивати одржив и 
здрав економски раст. Данас је на глобалном нивоу већ кристализовано схватање 
да се нови развој заснован на иновацијама мора усмерити ка технологијама попут 
нанотехнологије, биотехнологије, нових извора енергије, као и 3-Д штампача као 
кључне производне основе. У Кини је иницијатива „Један појас - један пут” или 
„Нови пут свиле” постао језгро такве оријентације на модел високе технологије и 
иновација. Ова иницијатива акумулира све предуслове за формирање динамике 
иновација. Са те тачке гледишта пројекат „Један појас - један пут” прелази са 
једностране на целовиту иновациону платформу. Истовремено са друге стране овај 
пројекат укључује „геоцентрично постојање човечанства”. XXI век мора бити век 
духовности заснован на сарадњи и заједничким напорима кроз које се превладавају 
конфликт и непријатељство. Из ове перспективе се може рећи да пројекат „Један 
појас - један пут” и може и мора играти улогу геостратешке револуције јер је његова 
сврха сарадња многих земаља и народа.

Кључне речи: Кина, кинески развојни модел, нови развојни модел заснован на 
иновацијама и ултра-високим технологијама, пројекат „Један појас - један пут”, 
геополитичка и геоекономска револуција.


